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Why hire for soft skills?

Is the same thing happening to the 
other 42% and they just don’t know it? 

Meanwhile, 89% of 900 executives 
polled by the Journal in 2015 said 
finding candidates with soft skills has 
proven very or somewhat difficult.  

The Wall Street Journal cites a recent 
LinkedIn study that revealed 58% of 
291 hiring managers believe the 
dearth of soft skills in the job market 
is hindering their firms' productivity.

Source: https://business.linkedin.com/talent-

solutions/blog/trends-and-research/2016/most-

indemand-soft-skills

Here are a few of the leading attributes:
• Communication
• Capacity for teamwork
• Creativity
• Adaptability

While you might have an indication of soft skills in the resume, unlike hard skills, a 
resume doesn’t usually provide enough information to properly assess strengths. A 
potential hire may tell you they are collaborative, have strong communication skills 
and were born to be a leader, but you need to have a framework to truly assess 
these capabilities and hire a top performer.

of soft skills in the job market 
is hindering                                    

their firms' productivity.

291 hiring managers in the 
U.S. revealed that 59% of 
them believe that soft skills are 
difficult to find.

58%

LinkedIn crunched data from its 
users' professional profiles to 
find out which “soft” skills were 
most prevalent among users 
who successfully landed jobs 
they'd applied for.  

Source: https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/trends-and-

research/2016/most-indemand-soft-skills
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Hiring a top performer

Indicators of Top Performers

For our New York Times bestselling book, Performing Under Pressure, IHHP 
conducted a research study of 12,000 people globally to determine what the top 10% 
performers were doing differently from the rest.

We found the following six behaviors most highly correlated with top 10% 
performers, and those who were high in Emotional Intelligence:

They are able to remain calm under pressure.  This doesn’t mean they 
don’t express emotions, it means they are able to regulate their emotions in 
order to express concern, excitement, frustration, passion, etc. in a proactive and 
skillful way.  

They do not become defensive when criticized.  High performers seek out 
feedback as a way to improve. Even if the feedback is expressed as criticism, they 
are able to manage their emotional response in order to process the feedback as 
an opportunity to grow.

They are able to listen without jumping to conclusions.  There’s two parts 
to this: they listen, not just waiting for their turn to talk or waiting to confirm 
their point of view.  Secondly, they don’t jump to conclusions, especially about 
the other person’s motives and intentions.

They try to see things from another’s perspective.  High performers 
demonstrate empathy – when others feel understood and cared about by them.  
It doesn’t mean agreeing with the other person or giving in, but as Steven Covey 
said: “people don’t care what you know until they know you care”.

They are willing to admit a mistake. We are not perfect, and when 
someone admits their mistakes, it shows vulnerability and authenticity.  It also 
enables everyone around them not to feel like they have to be perfect.

They air their grievances skillfully. This is the most difficult of the six 
behaviors, and in fact, being good at the first five behaviors is necessary to being 
able to step into difficult conversations in an effective way.   
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http://www.pressurebook.com/
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Assessing Pressure Management in Interviews

Behavioral Event Interviews

To hire people who have soft skills, IHHP
uses a technique called Behavioral Event 
Interviewing (BEI) combined with very 
targeted questions to determine how a 
candidate has handled pressure situations 
in the past and to observe them under 
pressure.

The advantage of using BEI questions to 
determine soft skills is that when people 
are asked to recollect  a time in the past, 
it’s much harder for them to describe what 
they would do vs. describe what they 
actually did, giving you much better insight 
into how they have handled pressure 
situations in the past.

In addition, the brain is wired to cause 
people to start feeling the tension and 
emotions of a pressure situation just by 
recalling it. (Just start thinking about 
the last nasty e-mail you got or difficult 
feedback someone gave you and you’ll 
know what we mean.) This allows you 
to actually observe how the candidate 
responds to feeling pressure. 

“It’s much harder for people to describe 
what they would do vs. describe what 

they actually did.”

http://www.ihhp.com/
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EI Interview Checklist

Set the stage

Explain to the candidate the process that will be used in the interview. 
Let them know that you will use a series of questions and will ask them 
to recall specific situations in the past. 

Put the pressure on

Prior to starting, let the person know you are going to ask them to 
describe a number of situations they have faced and you want them to 
describe the situation, what thoughts and feelings they had, and the 
actions they took. Let them know it’s ok if they take a few moments to 
think of the situation.  The buildup actually increases the pressure.

Ask the right questions
What are good questions?  You can start some that are specific to your 
industry or the position, for example, a medical professional dealing with 
an upset patient or a sales person who has to give presentations to large 
groups.  Questions you can use that apply to any candidate:

Here are some examples where you will start with “Can you describe a 
time when”:

▪ you were given critical feedback?
▪ when you had to have a difficult conversation?
▪ when there was tension or conflict on a team?
▪ a change was instituted that you didn’t agree with?
▪ when you had time come up with a creative solution under 

pressure?
▪ you made a mistake?

There are lots of other great questions you can ask and this should give a 
template
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EI Interview Checklist

Pressure Assessment
For each question, after the candidate has described the situation ask 
them what thoughts and feelings they had, and what actions they took.  
Here is what to look for:

▪ If they are unable to think of a situation, then that tells you 
something – maybe they shy away from tough conversations or 
don’t like to admit mistakes.  

▪ Look for how much self-awareness they have of their emotions 
and thoughts – if they struggle to describe this, they may lack 
self-awareness.

▪ Did the actions they took demonstrate the ability to take 
ownership, personal accountability, and step into pressure 
situations?  Or were their responses more defensive, or did 
they avoid difficult situations.

When someone starts describing a pressure 
situation and the thoughts and feelings they 
had, they can actually start to experience the 
pressure – their brain will literally begin 
releasing their stress response chemicals.  
Obverse to see if they get fidgety, start 
stuttering, look away and even start to lose 
energy and confidence during the process.  
Those are signs the pressure is getting to them.  
If that happens, how do they handle it? Do they 
pause, take a deep breath and ask for additional 
time, or do they continue to muddle through 
and give mediocre answers or struggle to 
answer at all?

We are not suggesting that you don’t ask questions related to things like education, 
experience, and technical skills, but those are now the table stakes to get a job.  
What differentiates people who excel and become top performers is their soft skills 
and especially their ability to demonstrate those under pressure.  
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About the Author

Bill Benjamin is a training and leadership expert at 
the Institute for Health and Human Potential and a 
contributor to the New York Times best-selling book 
Performing Under Pressure. Bill is a highly sought-
after speaker on the topics of emotional intelligence 
and performing under pressure, and is a co-author 
of IHHP’s Women Under Pressure white paper. Bill 
works with people in many high-pressure 
environments, including Intel, Goldman Sachs, the 
U.S. Marines, Surgeons and doctors.

Connect with Bill on LinkedIn

Bill’s article What CEO’s Need to Do to Include 
the Women on their Teams delves into the 
importance of a gender diverse culture .

Bill takes us on a journey about what it takes to 
drive cultural change, and how to do it.
Read article.

Bill helps to discover 3 signs that you are 
not managing pressure as well as you 
thought you were.
Read article.

Want to read more by Bill?

http://www.ihhp.com/bill-benjamin/
http://www.ihhp.com/
http://www.ihhp.com/pressure-book/
http://www.ihhp.com/women-under-pressure
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bill-benjamin-12b671/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015aGpAn6lzdObDVxuqkc2CbDjfXDRS9gUGxmeCJgESr8auA2ngrMdlp7v8q0YLmCUOWCUXzoldg_ATK9N9PyNpTn18ae5Klev52BjSCTDaGuoQFiLCM7pX3ztX0vQAoQubuRHrMKVIU9_QP6FPbFFEGqgqvyzuaV_XJmteu2DCeDpPzwdOPjycOmVuetu-cdtOvtPBkkm9XY=&c=-OFttNfFWijFFucaurPnXvIN7N9stzJ37BQk6fDlOxVYFxQpW1bm6g==&ch=KGZnnAowIHK3eyuGtU7_jILIDEjSM8HhIww3WeF690G1bFJ5Avybcw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015aGpAn6lzdObDVxuqkc2CbDjfXDRS9gUGxmeCJgESr8auA2ngrMdlp7v8q0YLmCUqyp0zcg_mMyCJevi-va5Q-qbm0KDQyLccjtuSCycFB9r6DcYb2lIUNueZsNKxYWqpipLYz1mp7JeuFIngn3ffoEbsLctQr1D_XjUnTJyY4r8GDmK6ErfcHfGG4dje6KZwGFrPSl0GspqrcyIbEGoLOKx-JQPZnZoPV1FkWi9tASwDDmUqLQMtU8smQ_WqrxstZxFoLYs6iR8Zayh1TByQw==&c=-OFttNfFWijFFucaurPnXvIN7N9stzJ37BQk6fDlOxVYFxQpW1bm6g==&ch=KGZnnAowIHK3eyuGtU7_jILIDEjSM8HhIww3WeF690G1bFJ5Avybcw==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0015aGpAn6lzdObDVxuqkc2CbDjfXDRS9gUGxmeCJgESr8auA2ngrMdlp7v8q0YLmCUPuHWcRE042YvVQCf5RoCOjn3gPx_9OYygqu8Dp9SroBJHO_3a1XYaJ46QIiC_Q67PUM07Cq_5w2TD0Z7jqfpDW747NOMH_rd0KImSxu5hn4XkA2U1zboYBhy1csJVNbEmIBPHAAiQv4=&c=-OFttNfFWijFFucaurPnXvIN7N9stzJ37BQk6fDlOxVYFxQpW1bm6g==&ch=KGZnnAowIHK3eyuGtU7_jILIDEjSM8HhIww3WeF690G1bFJ5Avybcw==
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About IHHP

The Institute for Health and Human Potential (IHHP) is a global research and learning 
company that specializes in helping organizations and leaders leverage the science of 
emotional intelligence and performing under pressure. We offer Training, 
Assessments, Coaching, Keynotes and the New York Times bestseller: Performing 
Under Pressure. 

Performing Under Pressure
Nobody performs better under pressure. Regardless of the 
task, pressure ruthlessly diminishes our judgment, decision-
making, attention, and performance in every professional and 
personal arena. Co-authored by IHHP’s founder,  J.P. Pawliw-
Fry, Performing Under Pressure will introduce you to the 
concept of pressure management, offering the latest science 
on how your brain responds under pressure, and many 
empirically tested strategies to help you overcome the 
sabotaging effects of pressure. 
http://www.ihhp.com/pressure-book/ 

Keynotes
We tailor our leadership keynote speeches and presentations to meet your 
organizations goals. No matter what the topic of your event, we have a 
number of inspirational speakers for you to choose from, all of whom can 
deliver high impact one hour keynotes, two to three hour break-out 
sessions, all the way to full day training programs. 

TO REGISTER OR GET MORE 
INFORMATION CONTACT

phae.eckhart@ihhp.com

http://www.ihhp.com/
http://www.ihhp.com/pressure-book/
http://www.ihhp.com/keynote-speakers/
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About IHHP

Training
To perform under pressure, an individual needs to master three key areas: 
managing emotions under pressure, thinking under pressure and 
conversations under pressure. Why? Pressure affects and disrupts our 
emotions (the emotional part of our brain), our thinking (the cognitive parts of 
our brain) and our ability to communicate (which requires both). IHHP provides 
a full curriculum of leadership and pressure training programs, that combined 
with our EI360 assessment and coaching, create a sustained learning approach. 
Check out our full curriculum at http://www.ihhp.com/training-programs/

Public Programs
Most organizations and individuals experience the 
IHHP curriculum internally, either delivered via one 
of their own certified facilitators or by one of 
IHHP’s facilitators. Our public programs provide 
information to individuals who can’t attend their 
own company’s program, are looking to 
understand how our program could benefit their 
organization, and to want to pursue their own 
personal leadership development. 

Join us for our public programs in New York City!
The Science of Emotional Intelligence - May 9, 10th

Performing Under Pressure - Doing Your Best When it Matters Most - May 11th

CONNECT WITH ONE OF OUR 
LEADERSHIP CONSULTANTS

learning@ihhp.com

TO REIGISTER OR TO GET MORE 
INFORMATION CONTACT

phae.eckhart@ihhp.com

http://www.ihhp.com/pressure-changes-everything
http://www.ihhp.com/training-programs/
http://www.ihhp.com/public/

